
KOWAL is a community driven token created in 2018. Creator Kowalski (Portfel Kowalskiego [Twitter] )
rewards holders with his token and builds around it a crypto world enthusiasts community. It’s a social project
with some sentimental value for the creator, so it should not be treated like an ordinary money/currency. Its
target is to build strong bond between holders, where most important is to
share the knowledge about blockchain technology.

Kowalski Token in current form may be used on VITE chain
Total supply: 800 000
Creator treasury ≈ 500 000
Decimals: 2
Token ID: tti_ea4d0148c620b9339d99e98e

#VITE chain

It is a modern network with high bandwidth, scalable and with very low latency, allowing execution up to 1172
transactions per second. VITE is based on DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) technology that provides every wallet
on the web own blockchain. Instead of forcing miners to compete for creating new blocks, it only gives the right
to create them to the owner of that particular blockchain. This enables a much faster execution speed
compared to other chains.

In short, the DAG architecture increases scalability, consumes way less energy compared to other networks,
there are no fees for transfer of funds and allows for micro-transactions.

#WALLETS

It can be stored on VITE wallet. The app is available for android and IOS smartphones.

#EXCHAGES

It can be traded on VITEX dex in pair to VITE (accessible directly from VITE wallet on a mobile, PC or browser
app)

#DISTRIBUTION

Token is being distributed with a use of airdrops, events or games. Moreover, in near future it will be available
to earn by staking liquidity pools token.

Every year it’s planned to distribute 50k tokens among community members, till whole supply will be given
away. If it turs out that 50k was not distributed, then leftovers will be burned. Thanks to that total supply will be
lower, which will grant maintaining token’s value and will counteract to inflation.

###

Token will provide its holders good start in blockchain world and give them opportunity to buy some products
and services with it. If you want to be up to date, it’s worth to follow Twitter account @portfelK. Thanks to
cooperation with other projects, Kowalski token value will increase with time, which should favor all hodlers.
This way KOWAL will become scarce and desirable asset. Distribution of a token is done for free via social
media such as Twitter or Discord.

Creator takes no responsibility for token holder’s actions, regarding the nature of its use.
Buy or rading with crypto currency tokens is a very high investment risk and can expose you to losses of
assets. You trade at your own risk.


